Developing a comprehensive service for Slovenian language users: the Fran and Franček web portals and language advisory service

Abstract (English)
Since 2014, the ZRC SAZU Fran Ramovš Institute of the Slovenian Language has successfully established a comprehensive service for Slovenian language users. Children and teens can obtain information on nearly 100,000 words via the innovative web portal Franček.si which has been adapted to their needs while general and professional users can simultaneously browse up to forty Slovenian dictionaries on the Fran web portal. In addition, we maintain regular contact with Slovenian language users via two advisory pages: one targeting the general public and one aimed at developing terminology in a multilingual society.

Abstract (Slovenian)
Na Inštitutu za slovenski jezik Frana Ramovša ZRC SAZU smo v času od leta 2014 do danes uspeli vzpostaviti popoln servis za uporabnike slovenskega jezika. Mladi lahko dobijo podatke o skoraj 100.000 besedah na inovativnem, njim prilagojem portalu Franček.si, splošni in profesionalni uporabniki lahko hkrati brskajo po kar 40 slovarjih slovenskega jezika na portalu Fran, hkrati pa smo v stalnem stiku z uporabniki slovenskega jezika prek dveh svetovalnic: ena je namenjena splošni javnosti, druga pa razvoju terminologije v večjezični družbi.

1. The Fran web portal and language advisory services

In 2014, the Fran Ramovš Institute of the Slovenian Language at ZRC SAZU found itself at an important crossroads. The institute had financial problems and we were unable to meet the new demands of language users at that time. Our online dictionaries could only be accessed one at a time and they did not have a uniform format. Therefore, we decided to completely rework our approach for users of our language manuals.

We combined all major lexicographic sources in one uniform portal system, taking advantage of the fact that practically all basic lexicographic works and sources related to Slovenian had been created at the institute. This allowed us to

1 Cf. the old website: http://bos.zrc-sazu.si.
focus primarily on content-related issues from the very beginning rather than on
time-consuming legal procedures to acquire copyright for publishing the works.

The year 2014 saw the launch of the comprehensive Slovenian dictionary portal Fran.si (see Perdih 2018, 2020), which brings together all dictionary entries, sources, and materials created by the institute’s researchers. The portal, which has recorded an average of over 300,000 searches a day over the past year (bearing in mind that Slovenia’s population is just over two million), provides access to twelve general dictionaries, two etymological dictionaries, five historical dictionaries, fourteen terminological dictionaries, five dialect dictionaries, a dialect atlas, and two language advisory services, one intended for general users and one intended for specialists in various fields.

The search engine allows users to conduct both simple and complex searches in all dictionaries at once (see Fig. 1); their indexing system allows extremely fast access to as many as 689,941 dictionary entries in various reference works. The order of the displayed search results adapts to users’ interests on an ongoing basis (see Fig. 2), making the portal easy to use even for those not familiar with different types of dictionaries, their structures, and their purpose.

---

4 Slovenian Etymological Dictionary, NESSJ – New Etymological Dictionary of Slovenian Language (2017–).
9 https://svetovalnica.zrc-sazu.si.
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Fig. 1: The Fran web portal: entry page

Fig. 2: The Fran web portal: search results
The Fran portal also reacts to its users’ queries. Based on search analyses and questions addressed to the general language and terminological advisory service webpages, a dictionary of neologisms\(^{11}\) is being compiled to respond to user needs as they are expressed. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic we were already able to post explanations of the most frequently used neologisms within a month of the outbreak and we then updated these data on an ongoing basis.

Thanks to Fran’s flexibility, the dictionaries produced at the institute can be posted on the portal as works in progress (that is, even before they are completed). The missing dictionary entries are simply covered by those in existing dictionaries.

Users are always told which dictionary they are currently looking at and can quickly access information on that dictionary’s characteristics and specific features.\(^{12}\)

They can send us their questions by e-mail or via a dedicated interface on the language advisory service webpages, and they can also send their suggestions directly via the online form on the Fran portal. In addition to corpus data, the so-called growing dictionaries (that is, dictionaries which are being developed and published in real time) can also rely on data on the most frequently searched words (see Fig. 4), the material on the two advisory pages, and users’ direct suggestions and preferences. In this way we can also respond to the language needs of specific groups, such as the deaf, blind, and other vulnerable groups.

Another advantage of Fran is that it displays hits from both advisory pages alongside those from the dictionaries. This means that, in addition to a dictionary entry describing a specific word, users also receive information on special features of its contemporary use.

The problem of the specific role of terminological dictionaries is being solved by incorporating them in the Fran portal. In addition, specialized users can access them on the separate website Terminologišče, which provides various kinds of information on terminology, such as a selection of terminological articles and books with active links, various terminological dictionaries, and a terminological advisory service.\(^{13}\)

---

2. The Franček web portal

Our latest achievement is the school web portal Franček (Franček.si) (see Ahačič et al. 2021; Perdih et al. 2021; Petric 2020). The challenge we encountered in designing it was how to introduce primary- and secondary-school students to using dictionaries on a daily basis. Franček is a school portal that gradually develops dictionary skills in young people and complements lexicographic information with grammatical information via links to an online grammar. Franček consists of a list of headwords, which includes nearly 100,000 entries, and is linked to various linguistic databases Perdih (2021).

The entries of individual words in the portal (see Fig. 5) are adapted for three age groups and cover semantics (“What does this word mean?”), synonymy (“Find words with similar meaning”), phraseology (“Which multi-word unit does this word appear in?”), pronunciation (“How do I pronounce this word?”), inflections (“How is this word inflected?”), dialect use (“How is this word used in dialects?”); users can even record how they pronounce a specific word in their dialect), etymology (“What is the origin of this word?”), and history (“Since when has this word been used?”). The entries differ from the traditional lexicographic presentation in that they approximate how a word is explained by a teacher in class or by parents at home. Every entry on Franček is linked to a dictionary entry in its original format on Fran.
Fig. 4: The Franček web portal: entry page

Fig. 5: The Franček web portal: part of the presentation of the word *nož* ‘knife’
The Franček portal is also connected to a grammar page featuring grammar topics adapted to students of primary and secondary schools (see Fig 6). The presentation of grammar is the same for all three age groups, but the explanation of grammatical topics for primary and secondary schools differs in the level of detail.

Every piece of lexicographic information is also placed within a grammatical context, which in turn forms the starting point for linking the material to the corpus of the most common errors made by schoolchildren, a special Questions and Answers language page for teachers, and useful exercises.

To sum up, our services currently include: dictionaries on the Fran portal, a user-oriented language advisory service, and an introduction to dictionary use on Franček.

---


15 https://svetovalnica.franček.si/domov.
3. Related activities

We also seek to connect all of this with sociolinguistic research. In 2016 and 2017, we thus conducted the study Slovenia’s Language Policy and User Needs, which was the first of its kind to cover, with the help of a nation-wide survey, all basic sociolinguistic problems related to Slovenian (Gliha Komac 2018). Having reviewed legislative and technical documents (Gliha Komac/Kovač 2018), a group of 45 experts and researchers, who possess insight into uses, practices and needs of language users in the Republic of Slovenia and Slovenian language users outside the Republic of Slovenia due to their work and research interests, prepared a sociolinguistic description of Slovenian language community. The central part of the research project was an online survey on language use, knowledge and needs (in media, education, administration and public services, economic and social life etc.) of different groups of language users in the Republic of Slovenia and users of the Slovenian language in neighbouring countries and elsewhere in the world (Ahačič et al. 2017) in which 5,782 language users, i. e. both specialised and general, concerned by Slovenian language policy participated. This was a comprehensive attempt to actively integrate language users in the making of future language policy to the greatest possible extent. Based on this study and a number of other contributions by various researchers, the Slovenian parliament adopted the Resolution on the National Language Policy Program. The program addresses two key spheres: language education and language infrastructure (sources and technologies).

We responded immediately by compiling a new Slovenian normative guide,16 which is based on material from the advisory pages and which cross-links rules to the dictionary section of the normative guide on the Fran web portal. Users can comment on any part of the normative guide. We will take these comments into account when preparing the final version.

4. Conclusion

Over the past eight years, the ZRC SAZU Fran Ramovš Institute of the Slovenian Language has managed to switch from a mere digital presentation of printed dictionaries to portals that are distinctly user-oriented and also provide instant feedback to lexicographers. This feedback in the form of user questions, comments, and suggestions as well as the possibility of monitoring the search statistics, has reshaped our work in practice. For example, identifying language users’ problems facilitates normative work. In addition, user preferences and searches guide our selection of headwords for dictionaries for which the headwords are still incomplete (the ones that have been completed are published on an ongoing basis as part of growing dictionaries).

Users have begun to see that we provide a comprehensive service. Just like on Google, where they can find the desired website, they can find all of the information on a word or multi-word unit they are interested in in one place on the Fran and Franček portals. In this way, they grow accustomed to the fact that dictionaries can help us solve various linguistic problems and, at the same time, they increasingly perceive dictionaries, corpora, and linguistic advice as direct linguistic assistance that can help them meet their daily linguistic challenges.

Fig. 7: The Fran web portal: average daily searches by year
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